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NOMENCLATURE

Ai, AZ :Lamé's parameters

Ay : extensional stifiFness eqn(20)

Bjj : bending-extensional coupling stififness eqn(20)

DIJ :bending stiffness eqn(20)

l; : inertia moment

L; : motion équations eqn(36)

Mi(i=l,2): the moment résultants applied m Oi's direction

M,j (i,j=l,2 ; i ^j) :the moment résultants applied on the middle surface in dj's direction (01; =cte)

N; (i=l,2): the in-plane force résultants applied in Oj's direction

Ni, (ij=l,2; i ^j) :the in-plane force résultants applied on the middle surface in (x,'s direction (cti=cte)

Py : terms of elasticity matrix( i= l,... ,10 ; j= l,..., 10)

Qij (i,j=l,2,3) : the elastic stiffness in the material coordinates eqn(12)

Qij (i,j=l,2,3) : the elastic stiffness in the global coordinates eqn(16)

Q; (i=l,2) : the transverse force résultants

cli» çb q» : the extemal force vector

R; (i=l,2) : curvature radius

h : thickness ofthe shell

Ui, Uz, w : the displacement vector components

T,, (i,j=l,2,3) :transfonnation matrix éléments eqn(15)



ai and «2 : curvilinear coordinates ofthe surface

Pl and Pz: the rotations oftangents to the référence surface

Si : déformation vector components

Oi : stress vector component

p : density ofthe shell material

iy : distance ofthe point from the correspondmg point on the référence surface along the nomial

direction

e°i and e0; : nonnal strains ofthe référence surface

y ° 1 and y°2 : in-plane shearing strains ofthe référence surface

KI and KS : change in the curvature offhe référence surface

TI and TZ : torsion ofthe référence surface

H 1 and |Ll°2 : the shearing strams



Résumé

Cetravail présente f analyse linéaire des coques anisotropes laminés et multicouches de fonne générale

basée sur la théorie des déformations de cisaillement avec le seul hypothèse de négliger la contrainte

normale. Les résultats qui incluent les effets des déformations de cisaillement et l' inertie de rotation aussi

bien que la courbure initiale, laquelle est incluse dans les résultantes de la contrainte et résultantes des

contraintes de cisaillement transversales supposées, sontdéduits parl'application de principe du travail

virtuel, avec les déplacements et les rotations comme les variables indépendantes. Ces équations sont donc

appliquées aux différentes géométnes de coque comme les coques de révolution, cylindriques, sphériques

et coniques aussi bien que des plaques rectangulaires et circulaires.



Abstract

The présent work deals with a generalization ofgeometrically linear shear defonnation theory for

multilayered anisotropic shells of général shape. No assumptions are made other than to neglect the

transverse normal strain. Theresults, which includethe eflFects ofshear defonnations and rotary inertia as

well as initial curvature( included in the stress résultants and assumed transverse shear stresses), are

deduced by application ofthe virtual work prmciple, with displacements and transverse shear as

independent variables. Thèse équations are applied to différent shell geometries, such as révolution,

cylindrical, spherical and conical shells as well as rectangular and circular plates.
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l. Introduction- Shells arewidelyused as structural éléments in modem construction engineering, aircrafl:

constmcrion, ship building, rocket constmction, the nuclear, aerospace and aeronautical industries, as well

as the petroleum and petrochemical industries( pressure vessel, pipeline), etc. It is very important,

therefore, that the static and dynamic behavior of thèse structure when subj ected to différent loads be

clearly understood, in order that they may be used safely in industry.

The analysis ofthin elastic shells understatic or dynamic loads bas been the focus ofa great dealof

research. Thèse sheUshavebeenstudiedinthelightofsuchdifîerentfactors as the large displacements,

thickness variation, residual stresses, rotary inertia, anisotropy, initial curvature and the effect ofthe

surrounding medium(air, liquid), etc.

Many théories have been developed for thin elastic shells, in both linear and non-linear cases, and

arebased on thefirst approximation ofLove-KirchhofFtheorywhich, because it does nottake transverse

shear déformations into account, can be grossly in en-or in predicting the transverse deflections, buckling

loads and natural frequencies. In the case of plates and shells made ofadvanced laminated composite

materials, theprediction enrois are even more mariced. Thetransverse sheareffëctonnon-linearvibration

and post-buckling behavior is signifîcant especially for the laminates with moderately large thickness.

The presentwork présents the général équations of anisotropic shells(equilibrium, constitutive and

kinematic relations) by consideringthe effects ofshear déformation, rotary inertia and initial curvature.

Thèse relations arethen applied to différent shell geometries : shells of révolution, cylindrical, spherical and

conical shells as well as the circular and rectangular plates.

2. Literaturereview- The literature review covers three broad areas. In the fu-st, both linear and non-



linear théories onthe analysis of plates and shell structures are discussed. Thesetheories were, in many

instances, developed forisoti'opicmaterialsbeforebeingextended toanisotropicmaterial applications.

The second part deals with the shidy ofthe effect ofshear defonnation on both the static and dynamic

behaviorof plates and shells, especially those made ofadvanced anisotropic materials. In the lastpart, we

briefly discuss the efFectofstructure-fluid interacdon onthe vibrations of plates and shells. Spécial attention

is given to cylindrical shells immersed in or fîlled with a liquid or subjected to a flowing fluid.

A shell structure may be defmed as a body enclosed between two closely spaced and curved

surface. In général, a shell has three fundamental identifying features; its référence surface, its thickness and

its edges. Of thèse, the référence surface is the most significant because the behavior ofthe shell is

govemed by the behavior ofits référence surface.

Many shell théories are derived from the équations ofelasticity. The strain displacement relations

ofshells can be derived from kmematics and the 3-D strain displacement relations written in tenus of

arbitrary curvilmear œordinates [ l ]. In reality ,the behavior ofthe top and bottom surfaces ofa shell under

load can vary widely.

The first attemptto formulate a bending theory ofshells from the général équations ofelasticity was

made by Aron in l 874. A thin shell is one in which the thickness is small compared with the overall

dimensions ofthe référence shell surface, and a two dimensional (2-D) theory is used to approximate three

dimensional (3-D) phenomena. Many classical shell théories were developed originally forthin elastic shells,

and arebasedontheLove-Kirchhoffassumptionswhichare: l)theshellisthin; 2)thedisplacements

and rotations are small; 3 ) nonnals to the shell référence surface before defonnation remain normal after

déformation; and 4 ) transverse normal stresses is negligible.
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Thèse assumptions led to a thin shell theory that can be viewed as an extension to Kirchhoffflat

plate theory and is often called Kirchhoflf-Love shell theory. The effects of nonnal transverse strain are

often neglected in the kinematics compared to the eflfects ofthe in-plane strains due to the thinness ofthe

shell, and the sheil is assumed to be an approximate state of plane stress. The in-plane stresses become

dominant because the transverse nonnal stress is, in général, oforder h/R times the bending stresses,

whereas the transverse shear stresses, obtained fi-om equilibrium conditions, are oforder h/L times the

bending stresses. Therefore, for L/R less than 10, the transverse normal stress is negligible compared to

transverse shear stresses.

On the other hand, the nonnal transverse strain can generally be included in the analysis through

the constitutive relations. In deriving the equilibrium équations, statically equivalentforces and moments

acting on the référence surface canbe defined by integrating stresses through the thickness. In this way, the

3-D shell behavior can be fully described using a 2-D approximation [ l -4]. The third assumption ofthe

Love-Kirchhofî'lfaeory is that transverse shear strains may notbe written in tenus ofdisplacements, which

leads to their being completely ignored although trajnsverse shear stresses should be included in

equilibrium équations.

Surveys ofvarious classical shell théories canbefound intheworks ofBert [5], Reissner [6] and

Naghdi [7]. Thelast truncatetheTaylor's séries expansion fortangentialdisplacements afterliaeartenns

in the thickness coordinate, and many others followed him. An excellent œllection ofthe research camed

out on this topic has been produced by Leissa [8] . Elegant représentations, bothlinear and non-linear,

ofLove's shell theory can be derived strictly via définitions from surface theoiy without référence to 3-D

relationships [3,9].
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One ofthe best-known of thèse théories, Love's first approximation, yields sufficiently accurate

results when ( / ) the latéral dimension to thickness ratio(L/h') is large; (»'/') the dynamic excitations are

within the low-frequency range; (jiiî) the matenal anisotropy is not sévère. However, the application ofsuch

théories tolayeredanisotropic composites shellscouldleadto 20%-30%, or more, errorsinprediction

of nataral frequencies, deflections, stresses and bucklmg loads .

There is an inconsistency inthe original version ofLove's theory since all strams do notvanishfor

rigid body motion. Itwas pafaaps this inconsistency that encouraged many researchers to develop slightly

différent shell théories. Many shell théories based more or less on Love's assumptions have been

developed, each différent since eachneglects orapproximates small terms in its ownway. Sanders [10]

redefined the force and moment résultants in such a way that all strains vanish for any rigid body motion.

The thin shell assumptions in Love' s theory have not been taken into account in the théories of

Flûgge,LureandByme [3],whichimposealessrestrictiverequirementonthethinnessoftheshell. Their

theory also éliminâtes the rigid body strains anomaly. Koiter [11] discussed the significance ofLove's first

theory and, based on an order ofmagnitude study, states that refinements ofthe theory cannot

consistentiy be made without includmg transverse déformation eflfects. Otherprominent théories on this

subject include those ofNovozhilov [12].

Donnell appliedLove's theory to shallow cylindricalshells [8]. Two types ofbasic équation,

corresponding either to Flùgge's or Donnell's équations for isotropic shells, have been formulated in the

literature [2,3,13]. DoimeU'sderivationisnoteasytofollow, sinceitcompletelyneglects anumberoftenns

both in the relationships between the changes ofcurvature and twist and the displacement, and in the



relations of stress résultants and moment résultants in tenus of displacement.

A small displacement Love theory bas been used by Dong et al. [l 4] for the bending analysis of

thin anisotropic plates and shells . Thèse are specialized to give linearDonnell équations for anisotropic

cyiindrical shells. Bogaeretal.[l 5] developed alinear cylindrical isotropic shell fmite elementbased on the

classical shell theory. Moriey [16] extended the lunits of Donnell theory. Reissner [17] applied the

DonneU'sassumptioDStoashallowsphericalshell.TheDonnell-Mushtari-Valsov équations [8]resultwhen

Donnell's assumptions are applied to a shallow shell ofarbitrary geometiy.

Cheng and He [18,19] have developed an exact lineartheory for circular cylindrical shell based on

Love's assumptions. By retaming allthe small tenus which are neglected, in varying degrees, by other

théories, the usual eighth-order operator in the goveming equilibrium équation of the transverse

displacement can be separated into two fourth-order complex conjugate operators, thereby reducing the

solution's complexity. A général theory forthin isotropic shells, which makes no simplifications for

approxùnations beyond a fundamental hypothesis, was developed by Markov [20].

Padovan [21] used a complex multi-segment numerical intégration procédure which can handle the

stade analysisofmechanicallyandthennaUy loaded lammatedanisotropicshellsofrevolutionwithaAitrary

méridional variation in thickness and material properties. The goveming équations are based onthe Love-

Reissner theory. They did not œnsidered the effects ofshear déformation in their work.

BasarandDing [22]used finite rotation éléments forthenon-linearanalysis ofthinshell structures.

Theirwork is based on the KirchhofF-Love hypothesis. Inthe development ofanon-linearfinite élément

using the Kirchhoff-Love hypothesis, the essential problem is the élimination ofthe rotation vector(the

différence vector)without loss ofaccuracy. To do this, theKirchhoff-Lovehypothesis are expressedby
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two sets of équivalent conditions: one ofthem is used in the fonn oflinear variational équations for

elimmation ofthe incremental rotational variables; the other, non-linear one, is needed for the exact

calculation ofthe rotation vector ofthe fùndamental state.

Most ofthe théories outlined above have been applied to a shell so thin that all transverse shear

déformation effects, transverse stresses andstrains canbeneglected. Thèse trans vers e effects become

more pronounced as the shell becomes thickerrelative to its in-plane dimensions and radius ofcurvature.

Thisisparticularlytrueofthetransverseshear déformations [11] since classical théories canbegrossly

in error in error in predicting transverse deflections, buckling loads ornatural fi-equencies. Itis well known

from expérimental observations thatthe fact that classical plate theory neglects transverse shear strams

leads to under-estimations of deflections and over-predictions ofnatural frequencies and buckling loads.

Thèse errors are even higher in the case of plates and shells made up ofadvanced anisotropic

laminated composites materials such as graphite-epoxy andboron-epoxy, wherethe ratio of elastic

modulustoshearmodulusis verygreat (i.e. oftheorder25to40insteadof2.6for isotropicmaterials).

As pointed out by Koiter [11], refinementto Love's approximation theory ofthin elastics shells is

meaningless unless the effects oftransveise shear and normal stresses are taken into account. Transverse

shear déformation plays a very important rôle in reducing the effective flexural stiffness ofamsotropic

laminated plates and shells because their in-plane elastic modulus to transverse shearmodulus ratio is high.

The trans verse shear efFecton non-linear vibration and post-buckling behavior is significant, especially

for lammateswithmoderatelysignificant thickness, ahigh circumferentialwavenumberandagreater

numberoflayers. Study ofshear déformation efiFects shows that thèse efifects canbecome quitemeanmgful

forsome geometrical parameters, such as small radius-thickness or length-thickness ratios, as well as for
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shorter wavelengths or longer shells.

In additionto thetransverse sheardefonnation, the initial curvature effectshould be œnsidered for

the analysis ofthick shells as indicated by Voyiadjis and Shi [23] for isotropic materials. The initial

curvature eflfect is very important in making accurate predictions ofstresses even in the central région. In

the shell stmctures, the curvature ofeach parallel surface through the thickness ofthe shell is différent. To

consider the uùtial curvature effect , the tenu J+z/R bas to be mcluded. The présence ofcurvature

effectively increases the stmctural stiffness.

In refmed shell théories that take the transverse shear déformation eflfect into account, the normals

to the référence surface ofshells arepemùttedto rotate such thatplane secdons originally perpendicular

tothe middle surface remainplanar, but, as aresultofthedefonnation, arenolongerperpendicular. The

transverse shear is represented by inclusion ofan independent degree of freedom in the kinematics. The

shell is still fùlly described by the behavior ofthe référence surface and therefore thèse approaches

represent 2-D théories [24].

Hildeibrand et al. [25] were the first to make signifîcant contributions by dispensing with Love's

assumption and assuming instead athreetenns Taylor's séries expansion forthedisplacementvectorfor

orthotropic andhomogeaeous shells. Naghdi [26] bas employedReissner's [27] mixedvariationalprinciple

to develop a complète shellfonnulation similarto thatofHilderbrand etal. [25], retainingtwo andthree

tenus inthe Taylor's senes expansions for tangential and transverse displacement components, respectively.

The first analysis to incorporate bending and stretohmg œuplingwas carried outby Ambartsumyan

[9]. He assumed that the individual orthotropiclayers were oriented in such away thatthe principal axes

ofmaterial symmetry coincided with those ofthe principal coordinates ofthe shell référence surface. The
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effects oftrans verse shear defomiations ,transversenonnal stresses and trans vers e normal strain onthe

behavior of laminated shells can be incorporated, on the basis ofa mathematical model, through the

inclusion ofhigher order terms in the power séries expansion ofthe assumed displacement field.

Dong and Tso [28] were perhaps the firstto présent a first order shear déformation theory , retainmg

one and two terms in the Taylor's séries for transverse and tangential displacement components,

respectively. The theory includes the effects oftransverse shear déformation through the shell thickness,

andthencethey constructalaminatedorthotropicshelllfaeory. Hilderbrandetal. [25]foundthatthe

effects ofthe additionalterms in thetransversedisplacementthatresultedinnon-zerotransverse normal

strains arenegligible. Reissnerused thèse kinematic relations to analyze fîrst plates [29] and fhen sandwich

shells . The rotatory inertia terms have been included in the dynamic analysis of plates by Mindlin [30].

The above-mentioned first order sheartheories thatresultfrom the so-called Reissner-Mindlin (RM)

kinematics do not satisfy the transverse shear boundary œnditions on the top and bottom surfaces ofthe

shell or plate, since a constant shear angle through the thickness is assumed, and plane sections remain

plane. For this reason, the théories based on thèse kinematic relations usually require shear correction

factors for equilibrium considérations. The shear correction factors are only functions oflamination

parameters(number oflayers, stacking séquence, degree oforthotropy and fiber orientation in each

individual layer).

Levinson [31] and Reddy [32] have developed théories that include tenus in the in-plane

displacementkinemadcs. They used a parabolic shear strain distnbution through the thickness forsatisfymg

zéro transverse shear stress on the top and bottom surfaces ofthe shell, thus producing doser agreement
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with linear elasticity. The parabolic shear strain distribution bas beenused to analyze the linearvibrational

behavior ofisotropic cylindrical shells by Bhimaraddi [33].

The effects oftransverse shear déformation and transverse isotropy as well as thermal expansion

mroughthethickness ofcylindrical shells were considered by Gulati and Essenberg [34], Zukas and Vinson

[35], Dongandhiscolleagues[14],HsuandWang[36],ChaudhuriandAbu-Aija[37]andKhediretal.

[38].

Whitney and Sun [3 9,40] developed a shear defonnation theory for laminated cylindrical shells that

includes both transverse shear defonnarion and transveisenormal strain as well as expansional strains. The

theory is based on a displacement field in which the displacements in the surface ofthe shell are expanded

as linearfunctions ofthe thickness œordiaate and the transverse displacement is expanded as a quadratic

fùnction ofthethickness coordinate. They discussed somemethods bywhich one can diagnose themass

matrix. They did not considerAe some product ofthe fwst order derivatives ofthe tangential displacement

component with respect to the x, y and z in the strain -displacement relations. Thèse relations are bas ed

on the Von Karman's theory [121.

Reddy [41 ] extended Sanders' [42] theoryforsimply supported cross-ply laminated shells assuming

five degrees offi'eedom per node. The theory is based on a displacementfield in which the displacements

ofthe middle surface are expanded as cubic functions ofthe thickness coordinate, and the transverse

displacementis assumed tobe œnstantthroughthethickness. TheNavier-type exactsolutions forbending

and natural vibration are presentedfor cylindrical and spherical shells under simply supported boundary

conditions.

Ageneralizationofgeometricallylinearshear déformation théories forsmaU elasticstrains is presented
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for multilayered axisymmetric shells of général shape by Touratier [43 ] . He propos es a général shear

déformation theory for multilayered, moderately thick, axisymmetric shells. The theory, which is

geometrically linear, is developed for small elastic stram and is restricted to axisymmetric shells under

axisymmetiic loading and classical boundary conditions. The principal advantage ofthis work is that it does

not need shear correction factors.

Static analysis oflammated shells using arefined shear déformation theory was done by Ji-FanHe

[44]. According to this theory, the thickness ofthe shell must be small compared to the principal radii of

curvature. It can be expected thatthe presenttheorywould tend to be fairly accurate for laminated shells

with many layers. Hsu andWang [36] and Di Sciuva [45] proposed a specially designed displacementfield

withti'actioncontinuity at thelayer interface; andReissner[46] proposedanothertypeof général shell

theory for transversely isotropic materials based on the Reissner mixed variational prmciple with

independently assumed transverse stresses.

More recently, Jing and Tzeng [47]derived a mixed shear defonnation theory for thick laminated

shellsofgeneralshapebasedonproposedmethodofJingandLiao[48].Thedisplacementfieldusesa

zig-zag function in addition to the Reissner -Mindlintype in-plane displaœments and a constant transverse

deflecdon. Kant and Ramesh [49] developed complète goveming équations for alfaick laminated composite

shell. The theory is based on a three-term Taylor's séries expansion ofthe displacement vector and

generalized Hook's law, as is the displacement model of Hilderband et al.[25], and is applicable to

orthotropic material lamina havmg planes ofsymmetry coïncident with shell coordinates.

Advanced composites materials arebeingused more andmorein avarietyof industries dueto their

high strength and stifi&iess-to-weightratios; this bas led to arapid increase in theuse of thèse materials m
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structural applications duringthepastdecade. Structural éléments madeup ofadvancedfiber-reinforced

composite materials offer unique advantages over those made ofisotropic materials . They are being

extensivelyused in high and lowtechnology areas, e.g., the aerospace industry, where complex shell

configurations are common structural éléments.

The filament-wiading techniques formanufacturing composite shells of révolution bas recentiy been

expaaded inaircraft, shipbuilding, petroleumandother industries. In général, thèse materials arefîber-

reinforced laminates, symmetric or anti-symmetric cross-ply and angle-ply, which consistofnumerous

layers each with various fiber orientation. Although the total laminate may exhibit orthotropic-like

properties, each layerofthe laminate is usually anisotropic, thus the individual properties ofeach layermust

be taken into account when attempting to gain insight into the actual stress and strain fields.

By optimizing the properties we can reduce the overall weight ofa stmcture since stiffness and

strength can be designed onlywherethey are required. Alowerweight structure translates into higher

perfonnance. Since optimized structural Systems are often more sensitive to instabilities, it is necessary to

exercise caution. The désigner would be much better able to avoid any instabilities if, when predicting a

maximum load capacity, he either knew the equilibrium paths ofstmctural éléments or had accurate

modelmg ofthe load-displacement behavior ofstmcture.

Anisotropic laminated plates and shells have a further complication which must be considered

during in design process : potentially large direcdonal variations ofstiffiiess properties in thèse structures due

to tailoring mean that three-dimensional effects can become very important. The classical two-dimensional

assumptions may leadto gross inaccuracies, althoughtheymaybevalid for an identical shell structure

made up ofisotropic materials.
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However, although they have properties that are superior to isotropic materials, advanced

œmposite structures do présent some technical problems in both manufacture and design. For

computational reasons, fhe study of composite materials involves eithertheirbehaviors onthemacrosTOpic

level such as linear and non-linear loadmgresponses, natural frequencies, buckling loads ,etc., ortheir

micro-mechanical properties such as cracking, delamination ,fiber matrix debonding, etc.

A number of théories for layered aaisotropic shells exist in the literature. Many of thèse théories

were developed forthin shells and are based onthe Kirchhoff-Love hypothesis. The first aaalysis that

incorporated the bendmg -stretching coupling(due to asymmetric lamination in composites ) was by

Ambartsumayan [9]. In his analysis, he assumed thatthe mdividual orthotropic layers were oriented such

that the principal axes ofmaterials symmetry œmcided withthe principal coordinates ofthe shell référence

surface. He [9] has written extensively on the matter, basing his work on Love's theory with some

discussion oftransverse stresses.

The simplifying assumption oflaminated anisotropy is often used in applying a 2-D theory to plates

and shells consisting oflayers of composite materials [24]. In this approach, the individual properties ofthe

composite constihients, the fibers and the matrix, are "smeared" and thus each lamina is treated as an

orthotropic material.

A survey of the analysis ofmultilayered composite shells using Reissner's mixed variational

principlewas done by Grigolyuk and Kulikov [50]. They maintain that laminated anisotropy assumes

perfect bonding between layers, and thatthe interply adhesive has infinitesimal thickness but infmite

stiffness. This approach leads to calculated lammated plate theory ( CLPT) and the références by Jones [51 ]

andWhitneyandPagano[52],to CZ-PTarebasedontheKirchhofî-Loveassumptions. However, both
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références point out thattransverse shear defonnation is more significant in laminated anisotropic than m

similar isotropic constructions.

Bert [53] used Valsov shell theory to fonnulate a Imear laminated shell theory similar to CLPT.

Pagano and Wang [54-57] and Srinivas and Rao [58] have developed some exact solutions of 3-D

elasticity équations goveming composite plates that have been used to validate the shear theory. They

conclude that CLPTgives fairly good approximations forboththe displacements and stresses if the plate

is thin. Higherordershear théories do notgivemuchbettertransverse stress results butdisplacements

showamarked improvementover CZ-PTforthethickerplates. Transversesti'esses arebestcalculated

from equilibrium instead of from the œnstitutive relations [51]. Ren [59] similariy solved 3-D elasticity

équations for a laminated cylmdrical shell in cylmdrical bending .

His work dealt with what is nowknown as laminated orthotropic shells rather than with laminated

anisotropic shells. In lamiaated anisotropic shells, the individual layers are, in général, anisoti-opic, and the

principal axes ofmaterial symmetry ofthe individual layers coincide with only one ofthe principal

coordinates ofthe shell (thethictaiess-normal coordinate). Whitoey andPagano [52] appliedtheReissner-

Mindlin theory to composite plate analysis. The buckling oflaminated cylindrical shells was studied by

Hirano [60]. Reddy and Chao [61] applied the closed fonn solution to thick composite plate.

Reddy [24,62] bas extended the cubic kinematic approach to analysis laminated anisotropic

plates and he bas applied them to solving several Imear static and buckling problems. Additionally,

Soldâtes applied theparabolic sheartheoiy to examination of the stability ofasymmetrically laminated

cylindrical panels [63,64].

Cheng and Ho [65] presented an analysis oflaminated axûsotropic cylindrical shells using
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Flùgge's shell theory [2]. A first approximation theory for the asymmetric defonnation of

nonhomogeneous, anisotropic, elastic cylindrical shells was derived by Widera and his colleagues [66,67]

by means ofthe asyomptic intégration ofthe elasticity équations. For a homogeneous, isotropic matenal,

the theory reduces to Donnell's équations.

Noor and Peters [68] presented the free vibration analysis oflaminated anisotropic shells of

révolution as well as the sensitivity oftheir response to anisotropic material œeflRcients. Their analytical

formulation is based on a form ofthe Sanders-Budiansky shell theory, including the efifects of both

transverse shear déformation and the laminated anisotropic material response. Each ofthe shell variables

is expressed in tenus oftrigonometric fùnctions in the cu-cumferential coordinate and athree-field mixed

fmiteelementmodelisusedforthediscretizationinthemeridional direction. Theyused areductionmethod

involving the successive use ofthe finite élément method and the classical Bubnov-Galerkin technique to

substantially reduce the size ofthe eigenvalue problem.

Zienkiewicz [69] introduced a fmite élément approach with independent transverse displacement

and rotational degrees offreedoms such that a .RA^Reissner-Mindlm) shear defonnable shell élément is

obtained. A small rotation approach for anisotropic shells has been developed by Librescu and Schmidt

[70]. Successive approximations, as steps towards an estimateof exact shell strain displacement relations

where displacements, large strains and rotations are all mitially allowed, are presented for isotropic shells

by Sanders [10] and anisotropic shells by Librescu [70].

Kant and Kommineni [71] presented higher order théories for général orthotropic as well as

laminated shells. Thèse théories are derived from the three-dimensional elasticity équations by expanding

the displacement vector in Taylor's séries in the thickness coordinate. Référence [72] présents some
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éléments which can be applied successfully to analysis ofboth thin and thick plate and shells. Kui et al.

[73] applied the finite elementmethod, displacementtype, to analyses of thin shells and to overcoming the

shear locking phenomena.

Prayor and Barker [74] developed a linear plate élément based on the RMiheory. They used a

rectangular élément with 28 degrees offreedom (8,12,8 for extension, bending and shear efifects,

respectively) to havethe continuity oftransverse stress at any interface. Hinrichsen and Palazotto [75]

applied a cubic spline fimction to non-linear analysis ofthick composite plates. Theirtheoiy is based on the

usual KirchhofF hypothesis. The theory was developedby consideringtheLagrangian strains in conjunction

with the second Piola-KirchhofiFstress hypothesis. This fonnulation leads to a quasi-three dimensional

élément that combines large displacementwith moderately large rotation but is restricted to small strains.

Schnùt and Monforton [76] fonnulated an anisotropic cylindrical shell elementwhich allows them

to predict the gœmetrically nonlinear behavior ofsandwich plate and cylindrical shell stmctures, based on

accepted thinshelltheoryassumptions. Otherrecentpapeisby Meroueh [77]and Surana [78,79] canbe

mentioned. Cylindrical shells are in général use in the aerospace, shipbuilding, structural and petroîeum

industries. They are the simplest shell structure to analyse yet have many ofthe characteristics of more

compleK shell geometries. The linear problem of composite cylindrical shells has been widely investigated

by anumberofresearchers using differentshell théories. Based ontheKirchhoff hypothesis, forexample,

Dong [80] studied the fi-ee vibration oflaminated orthottopic cylinà-ical shells with homogeneous boundary

conditions.

The goveming équations oforthotropic cylindrical shells were solved through apair ofcomplex

conjugate fourth-order differential équations by Cheng and He [l 9]. Theirwork is based onthe kirchhofF
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hypothesis. For the static problem, Flùgge and Kelkar [8 l ] and Yao [82] obtained an exact solution for

closed isotropic long cylinders under général two-dimensional surface traction.

Using the Foibenius method, Sdnivas [58] developed an exact three-dimensional solution for

orthtropic fuùte cylinders with simply supported conditions. Varadan andBhaskar [83] also perfbrmed

thestoticstressanalysisusingtheproceduresproposedbySrinivas[58].Pagano [84] obtainedthe stress

fieldforahomogeneous, anisotropic closed cylinderundertwo-dimensional surface loads inwhichthe

problems are independent ofthe axial coordinate.

Ren [85] presented an exact solution for simply-supported laminated cross-ply circular cylindrical

panels ofmfuùte and finite length in the axial direction. Leissa et al. [86] analysed the vibration of

cantilevered cylindrical panels by using the Ritz method, with algebraic polynomial functions for the

displacements. WideraandLogan [67] studiedthe non-homogeneous, anisotropic, circularcylindrical

elastic shell, using the method of asymptotic expansion m terms ofa small parameter in conjunctionwith

Reissner's variational prmciple.

In their work, the procédure used to dérive the shell équation starts with substitution of non-

dimensional shell coordinates in terms ofcharacteristic length scale for changes of stress and displacement

and Reissner fùnctional direcdon. The employmeatofthe fonnularion in terms ofReissner's principle allows

one to obtain automatically all the équations necessary to fonnulate a complète boundary value problem

forafirstapproximationshellanalysis. Non-dimensionalstresses, displacements andReissnerfunctional

direction are introduced and considered to be representable by asymptotic expansions in apower séries

in tenus ofa small shell parameter.

Recently, Bert and his colleagues [87,88] and Hsu et al. [89] presented an exact solutions for
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bending and vibration oftwo layercross-ply, thin cylindrical shells. Thèse solutions arelimitedto cylindrical

shells and sinusoidal distribution ofthetransverseload, andthe procédure used is similartothatused by

Whitney and Leissa [90], Whiteny and Pagano [52], Bert and Chen [91 ], and Reddy and Chao [61 ] for

lammated composite plates.

Hung-Sying Jing and Kuan-Goang Tzeng [92] proposed amixed shear déformation theory for

the bending analysis ofaibitrarily laminated, anisotropic panels and closed cylindeis . The mitial curvature

effect is included in the strain -displacement relations, stress résultants and assumed transverse shear

stresses. Two types of shell geometry, infuutely long cylindrical panels and closed cylinders offinite length,

are employed in the numerical study. Suzuki and Leissa [93 ,94] analysed the fi-ee vibration ofcircular and

non-circular cylindrical shells having circumferentially varying thickness.

The static response to the axisymmetricproblem ofarbitrarily laminated, anisotropic cylindrical

shells offinite lengthusing three-dimensional elasticity équations was made by Jing and Zeng [95]. The

closed cylinderis simply supported atboth ends. Thehighly-coupledpartial differential équations are

reduced to ordinary diflFerential équations with variable coefficients by choosing the solution composed of

trigonometric functional along the axial direction.

Kant et al. [49,71 ] presented various higher order théories for laminated composite cylindrical

shells using Cofinite éléments. Kant and co-workers did extensivenumerical investigations on laminated

plates and shells, both static and dynamic analysis, using Cofmite éléments and différent higherorder

théories. They proved that the imposition ofshear free boundary conditions on the top and bottom

bounding planes ofthe laminate gives stiffer solutions when comparedto three-dimensional(3-D) elasticity

solutions and variousdisplacementmodelsforflatlaminates. Theonehavingninedegreesoffreedom per
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node produces results very close to 3-D elasticity solution.

A higher order shear déformation theory of plates accounting for the Von Karman strams is

présentée! byReddy [96]. This theory contains the same dependentunknowns as those intheHencky-

Mindlin type first-order shear déformation theory. The displacements are expanded in powers ofthe

thickness ofthe plate, and accounts for parabolic distribution ofthe transverse shear strains through the

thickness of plate. Hamilton's principlewasused to derivethe équations of motions andtheNavier solution

procédure was used to solve the équations ofthe simply supported plates.

Jing and Liao [48] proposed a mixed fùnctionwith displacements and transverse shear stresses

as independent variables and establishedthe con-espondingpartial hybrid stress élément forthe analysis

ofthick laminated plates. Some comparison between the results obtainedfor plates by thèse two functional

are made by Jing and Tzeng [97].

Arefmed laminated plate theory, is developed byI.M.Whitney and C.T.Sun [39], is applicable

to fiber- reinforced composite materials under impact loading. The theoiy includes the first symmetiic

thickness shear and thickness stretch motion, as well as the fîrst anti-symmetric thickness shearmode, by

includmg higher order terms inthe displacement expansion aboutthe mid-plaae ofthe laminate in a manner

similar to that ofMindlin and Medick [98] for homogeneous isotropic plates.

Reddy and Phan [62] used a higher order shear defonnation theory to detennine the natural

frequencies and buckling loads ofelastic plates. The theory accounts forthe transverse shear strain and

rotary inertia. This work dealtwith the exact solutions ofthe theory as applied to the free vibration and

bucklingofisotropic,orthotropicandlaminatedrectangularplateswithsimplysupportededge conditions.

Reddy [32] developeda higherordersheardefonnationtheoryforthelaminatedcompositeplates. The
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displacementfieldsused in the présent theoryandthatofLevinson [31] are the same, the équations of

motion difFerfïom those ofboth Levinson and Murthy. This theory uses a displacement approach similar

to that in the Reissner-Mindlin type théories.

Thefonn is dictated by satisfying the conditions thatthe transverse shear stresses vanish on the

plate surfaces andbenon-zero elsewhere. Thisrequirestheuseofadisplacementfieldinwhichthein-plane

displacements are expanded as cubic ftinctions ofthe thickness coordinate and thetransverse deflection

is constantthrough plate thickness. Ren and Hui [99] foimulated a simple theory for non-linear bending of

generally lammated composite rectangularplates which accounts fortransverse shear strains byusingthe

principle ofvirtual displacements. Moreover, because the total deflection of a plate is decomposed into

a deflection due to bending and a deflection due to shear, solution ofthe goveming équations ofthe

présent theory becomes simpler.

Jing andLiao's functional, modified from the Hellinger -Reissnerprinciple by separating the stress

field into aflexural part and a transverse shearpart and leaving only displacements and transverse shear

stresses as independent variable, bas been used by Jing and Tzeng [47] te analyze laminated plates with

satisfactory accuracy.

There are many situations in mechanics in which some simplifying assumptions have been

considered to help the analyst in getting timely and accurate results. However, various air, water and land

vehicles and structures as aircraft, rackets, pressure vessel, petroleum and petrochemical units and etc.,

may be subj ected to impacts, collisions, blasts and /or other intensive transient loads which can cause large

ù-ansient structural déformation and damage. Thin shell subjected to dynamic loads could encounter

deflections ofthe orderofthe shell thickness or higher. Thin shells could also encounter aphenomenon of
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dynamic impacts or dynamic buckling and collapse, which are attnbuted to the change in the equilibrium

state characterizing the load-response mode.

Response ofthis kinds cannotbe œrrectly predicted byusingthe small or intennediate displacement

theory. In the intennediate non-linearity approach, the non-linearterms whichrepresent in-plane rotations

ofthe shell are neglected [l 00,101]. This theory is oftenused in stability analysis. The structural éléments

madeup ofthe advanced composite materials undergo large defonnations before they become inelastic,

because ofthe high modules and high strength properties of composites materials. Therefore, an accurate

prediction oftransient response is possible only when one accounts for the géométrie non-linearity.

There are also cases where structural éléments expérience only small strains under load but may

fail catastrophically due to their géométrie configuration. Itùims outthat this class ofstmctural System can

be accurately analyzed on the basis of small strain, non-linear geometrical and Imear elastic material

behavior. Theneedforaccurate and efficientmethods of structural analysis and design, especiallyforthis

category oflarge-deflection(geometricaUy non-linear) and elastic -plastic (materially non-linear) dynanùc

response problems, has recently become increasingly apparent.

In the proposed non-linear analysis methods, e.g. [10,12,102], many ofthe non-lmear

displacementterms may be considérée! negligible depending, of course, on the spécifie situation. For

example, an accurate load displacement characterization ofaflat plate is based on the Von Karman

équation where many non-linear rotational tenus have beenomitted. Similar assumption for shell éléments

result in équations ofthe type proposedby Donnell, Sandersand Novozhilov[102].Thesefomiulations

aretypically valid forso-called intennediatenon-linearityortheories that allow only moderate rotations.

The sù-ain displacement relations that include non-linear displacement tenus areused to represent
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large displacements and rotations ofdifFerential éléments ofthe shell. Non-linear vibrations ofgenerally

laminated circular cylindrical shells are examinedusingthe Timoshenko-Mindlin kinematics hypothesis and

an extension ofDonnell 's shell theory. The effects ofthe transverse shear defonnation, rotary inertia and

initial geometrically imperfection are included in the analysis. The Galerkm procédure fumishes an infînite

System of équations for time functions which are solved by the method of harmonie balance [103].

It has been recognised that the non-linear behavior of composite cylindrical shells plays an

importantrolemdetemunmgthestability anddynamicresponseof thèse shells. Chu [104]fystpresented

ananalysisforcirculaTisotropiccylindricalsheUswiththehardenmgtypeofnon-linearityfortheamplitude-

frequency response. Nowmski [105] confimied the results of Chu [ l 04] by investigating the non-linear

vibration oforthotropic cylindncal shells. Later, Evensen [106] pointed outthatthe mode shape assumed

by Chu does not satisfy the condition ofcontinuity ofthe circumferential in-plane displacement. Amore

rigorous study ofnon-linearfree flexural vibrations ofcircular cylindrical shells was conducted by Atluri

[ 107] who compared his resuîts with the available data and concluded by accepting the possibility ofthe

softening type ofnon-linearity.

ChenandBabcook [108] adopted a perturbation technique in consideringthe large-amplitude

vibration cfa thin-walled cylindrical shell. Ramachandran [ 109] studied the non-linear vibration of

cylindricalshells ofvaryingthickness.Khot[110] studiedthepost-buckling behaviorofalaminated

cylindrical shell subjected to axial load and torsion using the Von Karman-Donnell équations. The results

obtained by Khot [110] showthat, in général, composite shells are less imperfection sensitivelfaan isotropic

shells.

Recently, lu and Chia [l l l ] discussed the non-linear vibration and post-buckling ofantisymmetric
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cross-ply circular cylindrical shells on the basis ofVon Karman-Donnell kinematic assumptions, and the

efifects oftransverse shear on the non-linear behavior of thèse shells using the Timoshenko-Mindlin

kmematic hypothesis. They neglected the some tenus (e.g cross-product ofdisplacement derivatives)in

non-linear strain-displacement relations.

Neglectmg the transverse rotational non-linear tenns as well will result in a linear Love-type shell

the tfaeory. Thèse successive approximations to the shell strain displacement relations are discussed in the

paper by Librescu [l 12] and Sanders [10]. In the last work, the déformations are restricted by the

KirchhofFhypothesis(thetransverse shear and nonnal strains were neglected), the middle surface strains

areassumedsmall andthe rotations areassumedtobemoderately small. Mostoftheaboveapproaches

can include various degrees ofnon-linearity m the strain displacement relations representing the

displacements and rotations. Considérable simplification was achieved in the Donnell équations by use of

the assumption that the non-linear membrane strains derived only from out-of-plane rotations.

For example, Donnell's theory is not suitable for the analysis ofshells in which the buckling mode

mvolves fewer than three full waves around the circumference [ 102]. More accurate non-linear shell

équations are given by Sanders and by Novozhilov, butthese are somewhatmore œmplexthantheDonnell

équations. More tenus are retained because fewer assumptions aremade aboutthe relative magnitude of

various tennsmthenon-linearstrain-displacement.ReddyandChandrashekhara[l 13] solve laminated

shell problems, both cylindncal and spherical, assuming M^theoiy and an intermediate non-linearity. There

are few such analytical closed-fonn solutions for shell geometries, especially those that govem non-linear

behavior.

The formulation and computational procédure are presented for the geometrically non-linear
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analysis oflaminated orthotropic and anisotropic composite shells based upon amodified incremental

Hellmger-Reissner principal and the total Lagrangian description by Rothert and Di [l 14]. In this

investigation a computational model for a geometrically non-linear analysis bas been studied on the basis

ofarational approach for a hybrid stress model.

The through-thickness assumption used in the total Lagrangian formulation is introduced,

incorporating the nonlinear fonnulation for a large rotation assumption. Noor and Peters [115] analyzed

the non-linearresponse ofanisotTopic cylindrical panel that included trausverse shear defonnation. Their

formulations arebased on theRayleigh-Ritz technique andtheHu-Washizumixed shallow shell finite

élément approach.

Stein [116] usedtruncated séries expansions of an exact non-linearstrain displacement relations

inashellapproachthatalsomcludedtransversesheardefonnation.Thenon-linearsft-ain-displacement

relations are expanded into a séries that contams all first- and second-degree terms; only the first few

tenus have been retained for the displacements. Geometncally non-linear quasi-three-dimensional

approaches for laminated composite plates and shells have been developed by Palazotto and Witt [ 117],

HinrichsenandPalazotto [75] andDennisandPalazotto [l 18]. Theu-workisrestrictedtosmallstrains;

the exact Green's strain displacements and linearsttain displacement relations are assumed forthe in-plane

strains and the transverse strains, respectively, so the accuracy in rotation is limited by linear assumption

on the transverse shear strains.

Tsai and Palazotto [119] have developed a fuùte élément formulation forthe géométrie non-linear

vibration analysis ofcylindrical shells, based upon a auved quadrilateral, 3 6 degree offreedoms, thin shell

élément. The équations of motion are based on a total Lagrangian frame of référence. A p method, which
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is a generalization ofNewmark's time marching intégration scheme and the Newton-Raphson iterative

method, are both applied in order to solve the set of non-linear équations of motion numerically.

The solution of a set ofnon-linear, second order ,differential équations which describe an

anisotropic shell of révolution was presented by Martin and Drew [ 120]. Their analysis is based upon

Sandens' non-linear sheU theorywithout considering the shear déformation eflfècts. The method for solving

thèse équations follows the procédure used by Budiansky and Radkowski.

Kant and Kommineni [121] presented the geometrically non-linear fransient analysis oflaminated

composite(transversely isotropic) and sandwich shells, based on VonKarmman's theory. In the time

domain, the explicit central difiference integrator is used in conjunction with the spécial mass matrix

diagonalization scheme which conserves the total mass ofthe élément and includes efifects due to rotary

mertia terms.

Rotter and Jumikis [102] have presented a set ofnon-linear strain-displacement relations for

axisymmetricthin shellssubjectto large displacementswithmoderate rotations, by retainingmoreterms.

TheirworksisbasedonKirchhoffs assumptions.Theyhaveshownthatnon-linearstrainsarisingfrom

products ofin-plane strain terms, which were omitted in previous thœries, may be important m certain

bucklingproblems. Thenewrelations areparticularlyimportantwhenbranched shells arebeingstudied and

when the buckling mode may involve a translation ofthe branching joint. Theirwork dose not include any

numerical results.

Amodal approximations m derivingthe équations of motion forthenon-linearflexural vibrations

ofa cylmdrical shell by usingthe Donnell's shallow shell theory was presented by Dowell and Ventres
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[ 122]. The purpose oftheu-woricwas to satisfy more accurately the boundary and the continuity conditions

and investigation their eflfects on the fonn ofthe modal équations.

Horrigmoe and Bergan [123] presented classical variational principles fornon-linearproblems by

considering incremental defomiations ofa continuum. Wunderiich [ 124] and Stricklen et al. [ 125 ] have

reviewed various principles ofincremental analysis and solution procédures forgeometrical non-linear

problems respectively. Noor and Hartely [126] employed the shallow shell theory withtransverse shear

strains and géométrie non-linearities to develop triangular and quadrilateral fuùte éléments.

Chao and Reddy [127], Reddy and Chandrasekhara [l 13] have présentée! a first order shear

déformation theory based on kinematic and geomeù-ic assumption ofSander's thin shell theory for the

geometricallynon-linearanalysis ofdoubly curved composite shells. An analysis ofthe dynamic responses

ofcylindrical shells including géométrie and material non-linearities was made by Wu and Witmer [128].

The methods offinite élément analysis are applied to the problem of large deflection, elastic-plastic

dynamic respoose ofcylindrical shells to transientloading. The formulation is based upon the virtual work

principle and D'Alambert's principle. Wu and Witmer used a bilinear polynomia! for the axiaî

displacement, and bicubic polynomials for both the circumferential displacement and fhe transverse

displacement, and explicitly excluded rigid body modes.

The analytical solution of shell motion équations is generally considered to be difficult.

Approximationmethodscanbeused(e.g.thefimtedififercnce,Galerkin,Rayleigh-Ritz,Transfermatrixand

fmite élément methods). AU of thèse methods have both the advantages and the disadvantages. One ofthe

most important criteria in determining the veisatility ofthe solution is the capacity to predict, with précision,

both high and low frequencies.
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Inthe fuùte difFerence method, the initial values are given and fhis method requires a great deal

ofcalculation tunes. The Galerkin approach loses précision in the higher frequencies ofshells. The

Rayleigh-Ritzmethod présents severaldraw-backs,amongwhich are thedisplacementfunctionchoice,

which has to take the boundary conditions into account, and the necessity to use a large number of tenus

to express displacement functions. On the other hand, the fuùte élément method [69,129-132] is

satisfactory from thèse view points.

The accuracy of solutions reached bythe fîmte élément displacement formulation dépends on

whetherthe assumed fimctions accuratelymodel the defomiations modes of structures. To satisfythis

criterion, Lakis and his group have developed a hybrid type offmite élément, whereby the displacement

functions inthefmite élément method are derived from Sander's classical shell theory [42]. This method

has been applied with satisfactory results to the dynamic linear and non-linear analysis cylindrical sheUs,

both closed and open [133-143 ], spherical [ 144], conical [ 145], isotropic and anisotropic, uniform and

axially non-uniform shells, both empty and liquid-filled. This method bas also been applied to the dynamic

ofcircular and annular plates by Lakis and Selmane [146-148].

The effectofsurroundingmedium (air, Uquidand etc.) uponthe vibration of plates and shells is of

primaiy interestto scientists and engineers woridng m aerospace, marine and reactortechnology. The effect

ofthe fluid onthe structural response is usually significant except in the case of extremely thick shells. The

dynamic response ofthe shells when subj ected to aflowing fluid, as well as the influence offluid speed on

the shell free vibrations, were studied by several researcher: Lakis and Païdoussis [l 33-13 5], Païdoussis

and Denis[149], Weaver and Uimy [150], Cheng [151] and Jain [152]. Païdoussis and Li made an

elaborate review in this field [153].
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Thefluid effect on thedynamicbehaviorofthe structure canbe takeninto accountbyconsidering

the hydrodynamic mass which is added to the mass matrix ofthe structure. The eflFectivemass is afùnction

ofthe mode shape being considered, the shell and liquid geometrical parameters, plus the physical

paraœeters. In addition, the forces exerted by free s urface motion have to be considered; butthe pressure

distribution dueto surface motion during vibration could beneglected, however, since resonantsloshing

frequencies ofthin shells are considerably belowthe natural frequencies ofthe combmed fluid-stmcture

System.

The dynamics ofcoupled fluid-shells were reviewed extensively by Yang [154] and Brown [155].

Dynamic analysis ofthe structure-fluid Systems was studiedbyBrenneman and Yang [l 56], usingthemodal

and hybrid methods. They obtamed the stmcture and fluid modes by applying the stiflFness and flexibility

methods, following MacNeal's approach. Crouzet-Pascal and Gamet [157] studied aring-reinforced

cylindrical shell 'mmersed in a fluid medium, and its dynamic response to an axisymmetric step puise.

MacNeal [158] presented another approach which is based on ahybrid finite élément fonnulation in which

the structure is modeledwith displacements as theunknown variables, and afluidis modeledwithpressure

as the variables. To utilize existing mainframe structural analysis programs, MacNeal showed how to

recover symmetry by manipulatmg the équations and adding auxiliary variables to fhe problem.

The fi-ee vibration ofsimply supported vertical cylindrical shells partially fîlled with or submerged

in afluid bas been analyzed by Gonçalves and Batista [ 159]. The Rayleigh-Ritz method is used to obtain

an approximate solution which coincideswiththeexactsolution forthe cases ofan emptyshellorashell

completely in contact withfluid. Theirwork isbaseduponthe consistent shelltheoiyof Sanders. Thefluid

is taken as non-viscous and compressible and the coupling between the defonnable shell and this acoustic

medium is taken into account.
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Sincethelowestnaturalfrequencyofbending vibration ofshells,immersedinorfiUedwithafluid,

is much less than the corresponding natural frequency ofthe shell in air, they investigated the effects of

variable heightoffluid on the vibration response of vertical cylinders filled withorsubmeiged in an aœustic

fluidmedium. In général, thelowestfrequency is dépendent on liquid level, mode shapes and shell and

liquid geometrical and physical parameters.

The free vibration analysis ofcylindrical storage tanks with axial thickness variation and partially

filled with liquid was studiedby Han and Liu[l 60]. The tank is modeled usmg Flûgge's thin shell theory (in

the isotropic case)and thefluid in thetank, accordingto potentialflowtheory, is assumed to be inviscid

and incompressible. In theirwork, the shear déformation effects have notbeen considered. They solved

the partial dififerential équations by usmg the transfer matrix technique.

Ananalysis of thenon-linear vibration ofcylindrical shells ofvaryingthickness in an incompressible

fluid was made by Ramachandran [ 109]. The Rayleigh-Ritz procédure was used to analyze ofnon-linear

transverse vibrations ofelastic, orthotropic cylindrical shells oflinearly varying thickness, embedded in an

incompressible fluid (there is no shear déformation effect in his work).

3.THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT

This work is based on the following assumptions:

l) Linear elastic behavior of laminated anisotropic materials;

2) Use the strain-displacement relations expressed in arbitrary orthogonal curvilinear coordinate

System;

3) The shell is thin and thereforewe assume thatthe normal stress is negligible œmpared with stress

tangential to the shell surface;

4) The transverse shear déformation, rotary inertia and initial curvature are considered to influence

the govenùng équations.
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3. l Strain-Displacement Relations-'The normal and shear strain components are related to the

components ofthe displacement vector by [3]:

^(J^J-f^Ji ..u,
ôai~^ 2ëi^ôak^ "

v-^^^^ ,,,^ „. (l)Sj '(3aï \/8i 'dat {êi '=i,A3;

where a, ; w; and g^ are, respectively,thecurvilmearcoordinatesofthe surface, componentsofthe

displacementvector and geometrical scale factor quantities, and are defined below for application to shells

(Figurel):
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where Ui, U^, W, A,, R, and Ç are, respectively, the displacement vector components, Lame's

parameteis, the curvature radius and thethickness coordinate. If we substitute équations (2) into équations

(l), we obtain the following strain displacements équations in the shell space:
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Where s, and y, are, respectively, the normal and shearing strain components. We can assume that the

displacement's components are présentée! by the following relationships:

U^a^Q=u^,a^+^(a^)

[72(al»a2'0=M2(al.a2)+WaPa2)

r(ai,C4,0=w(ai,a^)

(4)

ThGft^ and fi^ présent the rotation oftangentstothe référence surface orientedalongtheparametric Unes

ai and 0.2 respectively (Figure l). We substitute équations (4) into équations (3):

-2

Yl2

Vin

[Y2n

l
(i+m

0

0

l

o+m
0 0

0

0

l

0

l

0

0

(l+Ç/Ai) (1+m

000

0 0

0

0

0

l

d+m
0

0

0

0

0

l

dw

E0,
l

^°2

r°i

y°2

^
^

+c

Kl

K2

tl

T2

0

0

(5)
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e°,=
lâ^ U, ÔA^w

+ "mi™"..!"""!»— ,nn n.,,1—nui •+••

^°2=

: K.=-l-aplJ32-à41
* A^ ôa, A^ ôa^ R^ ' "l A^ 804 A^ôa^

î 9L\ L\ 9A^ yy l op; (^ 8^
; K^=-j-

A=

y%=

A^ ôa^ A^ ôa^ R^
l 9U^ t/i cL4i

A^ ôcij A^ ÔCL^

l QU, _ U, SA,

2 A^ 9a^ A^A^ 9a^

A^ ôa^ A^ Sa^

l 9^ Pi 9A,

A^ ôa, .4^ ôoi^

l ôpi _ P, &4,

A^ ôa^ A^ ôa^

T,=

T2=

^±^-^
11 A,ô^ R, ^

-±9K^.~1"T^~^

(6)

Where £"„• y",; K,; T, and //°, are, respectively, the nonnal and in-plane shearing strain, the change in the

curvature and torsion ofthe référence surface and Ae shearing strain components . The Coddazi conditions

which were used for the above équations are:

ô
ôa. 4(1+%.

9A,

SA.
1+ (7)

éKl+^: -6é{^/R.
ôa^ ^ ' /Ki.

(8)

Where R,, Ç, A, and oc, were earlier defmed by équation (1,2).
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3.2The relationsJtip between the stress andstrain vectors fHook's law)-The relationship between

the stress and strain vectors (Hook's law):

N =[Q] {^} (9)

The constitutive équation ofthe Kth lamina (for a lamma of fibre reinforced composite material) in the

lamina référence axes (a, /S ,y) can be written as follows (for only one lamina) (Figure 2):

d
a

°1>

0

Tp,

T
<tf

T.l>

6..

e,.

8.

0

0

0

e.»

QW

6,0

0

0

0

0.

Q^

6n

0

0

0

0

0

0

2044

0

0

0

0

0

0

2e«

0

0

0

0

0

0

20.<

E.

ep

er

^
Tfar

Y.P

(10)

'rPT=2 PYyPY ' T"T=2GUTyctT ' Tap=-^Gap'yup

Note : The [Q] matnx denotes the elastic stiffness in the material coordinates (local axes).

Qij's éléments are defmed as follows:

ôaa^aaO-WpVA ; Q»=G^

ôpp=£ppd-v^yA ; <2,s =c^

0^2?aa0 -Vp^A ; j2,,=G^

ôap =(Vpa+\aVp^aa/A=(V.,p +\pV^)£pp/A

6ay =(vra+vpavYp)^aa/A=(vuY +vapvpr)£n/A

ôp, =(Vyp +Vap\.)Êpp/A=(Vp, +Vp^)£^/A

A= l -VapV^-Vp^p -V,^ -2Vp^pV^

(11)

(12)
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Where.Eqg ,Gapand Vgp are, respectively, Young's moduli ofelasticity in the principal directions, rigidity

moduli characterizing the change of angles between the principal directions, and the Poisson ratios

characterizing thetransverse contraction (expansion) undertension (compression) inthe directions ofthe

coordmate axes.

The stress-strainrelations ofthe Kth laminain the laminate coordinate axes (l ,2,3 global coordinates) can

be written as (Figure 3):

{5} - \
-în

•II.

Qu Qn 613 0 0 2gi<

fiîi Qn 623 0 0 2g^

Wi Qn e» o o 2g;

0 0 0 2644 2&'-« 0

0 0 0 2Q» 2Q^ 0

QuQ^Ô^o o ^

-l

|e2

Ie"

|Y2n

|ïi»

1^2

(13)

Where :

[Q}=[nl[ôm (14)

The transformation matrix [T] is defined by:

?|

m2

n2

0

0

0

-mn

où:

n2

mî

0

0

0

mn

0

0

l

0

0

0

0

0

0

m

n

0

m=cosa,

0

0

0

-n

m

0

2mn

-2mn

0

0

0

(m2-n2)

n=sma

(15)

The orientation angle 6 is measured counter-clockwise from the 7-axis to the a-axis.
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[Q ]'s éléments are defmed as follows:

Qn=Q^A^(Q^2Q^mlnî^n4

Qn=(Ô^Qw-4Q66)m 2"2+6ap0"4+"4)

Qi3=Q^ml+Q^nî

g^= -mn 3Q^m 3nQ^-mn(m l-nl)(.Q^2Q^

Qn-Q^ 4+2(e<^2e^m ln ^Q^n 4

Q»=Q^l-Q^n1

Q^-m 3nQ^mn 3Q^mn(m l-n^Q^1Q^ ( 16)

e;=6n

Q36=(.Q^-Q^'»»

Q-^Q^n^Q^

QA5=(Qs5-Q4>fl

QS5=Q5S»1+Q^1

8^=(S^Q?-2Q^mî»l+Q6^1-nî)1

?.J The équations of motion.'-Usmg, the virtual work principle for the présent case yields:

â4,^,, „ â4,
:i+rx21+^12rl-JV2^+^l^+^Aîl =A"1 +/2^1

ôc4 3a^ ""aa; "2ôc4' ^ •"i"2''i-'i"i •^i

aA£îi^sA^îi^sAi-N^MAi
Sa^ '^^^^^3^ "'ôa^' R^

'12..A7 wtl^Twtl^îf±^^A A „ -l
+ L " +^21^--^1^- + ^'o' ' +J4A?2 =J1M2 +/2P2

a4i@i a4iô, , , ^, N.,
^^-A-A'<T^-A'A'f--1" <17)

â4,M>, . . SA, . . â4,
H ^ —r"2i ^ ^ -M^P- -Q,A,A^ =J,u, +J,p,

ôa, ' 004 """Sa; '"2ôc4 s:;»"i"2~'2"i "3^1

â4,M, â4,Mi, .. â4, . . â4,'^^^-"^-^^•^
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Where :

W3=E/p?(1^2)^
*=1 h

(18)

Where /,-, pw and Ç are, respectively, inertia moments, density ofthe Kth s laminamaterial and the

thickness coordinate.

Now, we see that there are five independent boundary conditions to be applied at given edges. The

transverse shear déformations do notvanish in the présent theory and, therefore, the ft, cannotbe expressed

in tenus of U,and W. The transverse sheartheory recommended here leads to no strains durmg rigid

body motion.

3.4 The stress résultants andstress couples-The stress résultants and stress couples aregiven by [3]

M
N,,

Q^

M,

M,,

=J
t,

°1

T12

Tln

°1

T12

K^Wdi, ;

N,

^21

02

M,

^1

=[
Ç

CT2

T21

T2n

°2

T21

\{\^R,)d(, (19)

The quantifies (N11, N22, Ni2, N21) are called the in-plane force résultants, and (Mil, Miî, Mn, M2i)

are called the moment résultants; (Q.n, Q,22) denote the transverse force résultants. We notice, in

équations (11), thatthe symmetry ofthe stress tensor (rn =T2i) does notnecessarily imply that N12 and

Nzi are equal or that Mi 2 and Mzi are equal except in the case of a spherical shell, a flat plate or a thin

shellofanyshape.
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3.5 The Constitutive Equations-The stress résultants and stress couples that correspond to the

remaming stress are given by équations (19); therefore, by using équations (5), (13) and (19) we have:

rM

N,,

N,

N,,

v v

4v GGv,

(4x4)

^
y°i

^2

r°2

Hv Bv

By HHy

(4x4)

Kl

Tl

K2

T2.

M
Mî

M^
M^

^ Bv
Bv su
(4x4)

^
y°i

E02

r°2

+
Jv Dv

Dy JJy

(4x4)

Kl

Tl

K2

T2

ij-1,6,2,6

(20)

i/= 1,6,2,6

Where

and

GV=ValBV+a2Dv+flAy ; ^r^aft^a^a^

GG^b^b^b^ ; HH^B^bfi^b^b^

Iy=B^af>^a^^ ; J^D^a^af^a^

uo=Bv+bfiM+b^ ' JW^E^b^b,C,

(21)
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=J_-J_ . fc -J_-J_
ffl=J^ • t>t=R,~R,

=J_^J_-J^ .a2=T(T-i~) '

a^-î- :a3=R^ '

-J^J__J^vt(t?
b.=-L"3^

^(6^),(.h,-h^)

v^.W2

^-^^
^w\
M&W5
c'r^^

\-h\.ù

\-h\-,)

\-h\-l) V=1A2,6

5A>)

w.,)

(22)

(23)

Note: N12 ^Nn and Mi2 ^M2i and

N'.Number of lamina

l
(Ï^R)

»Ï-^/R+W-- (24)

This expansion requires only that (C/R)2 < l. So:

^4
H"
.* 1+-
-Ï- R,

i 1+1-\ l+z

=h
l l, h1

1+(——)
~R^ A,' 12J?i

^ÇrfÇ.-^(J-J-)
^iJLW ^\ ^^ 1+-
~i R

(25)
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We also have:

foi l fJVi+TO^l
t&l [JVI^W)

l55 •rl45

^5 BB^

^ (26)

Where:

A455^455+alB55+d2D55+a3£5S ; BB44=^+&1B44+&2D44+&3£44

A^fQ^^-h,.,) ; B^îjQ^^h\-h\_,)

D^^(h\-h\.,) ; E^(Q^^h\-h\^

a,P=4,5 (27)

finally:

{Ml^2<2n^21<222AWA^21 }T=[P}^^ {^r^o^o^M }T
fX (28)

The £^ \Y\ ',... and r^were given earlier in équations (5). Matrix [P] is given as follows:

^u

Wu

Qn

N»

N»

fiu
Mu

MB

M»
*/„

PU

PU

0

p»

p»

0

PU

p»

p»

PI..l

p»

Pn
0

p«

r»

0

fn

f».

f»

r^

0

0

p»

0

0

p«

0

0

0

0

p»

PU
0

p»

p»

0

f»

PU

p»

p»,<

PU

p»

0

p«

p»

0

p,,

p»

r»

pw

0

0

p»

0

0

PU

0

0

0

0

p»

p»

0

p«

p»

0

Pr,

f»

p«

pw

f»

r»

0

p»

p»

0

^,.

p.,

p»

^u,.

p»

p»

0

r»

f»

0

p»

p»

f»

r^

PW
pw

0

r^

0̂

pw
\«
p..»

•^u.u

"l

r°,

f°,

t°t

ï°l

p°»

"l

Tl

K2

t2

(29)

(10x10) (10x1)
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Where Pij's éléments are given in Appendix A and defined by équations (21-23) and (27).

Now, we develop l)Equilibrium Equations, 2)Constitutive Equations,3)Kinematic Relations

(Strain-Displacement Relations) for the followmg cases: a) Shells of Révolution; b) Cylindrical

Shells; e) Rectangular Plates; d) Spherical Shells; e) Conical Shells and J) Circular Plates.

4. Shells o f Révolution

4.1 The equilibrium équations- We substitute the geometry définitions ofshells of révolution

(Figure 4) into équations (17).

—^o^+.RgSiûq)^ ^^-R,cos<?N^^ =1^ ^

—^[R^N^RyCos(yN^ +AgSin<p^e,ç +-ReCos(p^J+-^ +?e=Aûe+^Pe

N_ N»
(p^^^Q^R,sm^Q^R^----—^I^ (30)

±^[R,sm^M^ tReCoscpM,, ^M^-R,w^M^ =J^ ^

^pi^e,e+^sm<PA<,9.«+W,e+^os<^eç]-ôe=^"9+J3.Be
V

4.2 Constitutive équations- We have the same équations as those of(29), but the defiuùtions

given in équations (22) must be changea.

l l _ 1,1 l. l

2A
(31)

ai=—-~ ; a,=—(——) ; a,=-
"' R. jR. ' ~1 R.'R. R/ ' ~s A2.
a^~a"~iT '' at=~s~(~a~~^') '' fls=TT

se K, K, R<t Ks R ,Re

-l _ l . i. - JLÂ_ ^ . i - l
-1 ^ ^ "2 ^e < ' "' R,R\

The constitutive équation is given in Appendix A.
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4.3 Kinematic relations (Linear Strain-Displacement Relations}- By using équations (30),

équations (5) can be defined as shown below:

l

V»

(1+Ç/Ri)

0

0

0

0

0

l
(1+Ç/^)

0

0

0

l
(1+Ç/R,) (1^/R,)

0 0

0

0

0

l

0

9U.
e^—(r+—±.)
'v -R/" 9<P'

e",=-
l We l

^sincp 96 ^

l SU,

^, 9<9

.+—
''-Re

0

where

w

(l^l)

0

e°.
<p

e°,e

r,

re

^
^e

^

s
K8

T'V

Te

0

0

d+ç/jy

K=-1-^
"v -R, a<p

l af}eA.
—l-;AcofCT

- l ""e

(p

9t7» U,

r»=^r-^ T»=-

RySinf 9Q R

Jj^
~v R,9f>

J_^A
R^smv 9Q ^

•COtgVfl

p^JJE-.^
^~1Ç9V~R,'^

„<,_- l QW t/e,p

9 Rysmip 99 ~Ry ^

(32)

5. Cvlindrical Shells

5. l The Equilibrium Equations- Using the geometry defuùtions of circular cylmdncal shells given

in Figure (5), équations (30) will become:
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^l^^,,^~8x'~RW'lx~^"x"yx

aA^laA?œJ^-r«.
^fw^+99=IÏÛ9+IA

%4^-;^=^, (33)Qx R 96 R ''" '''

a^4a^-&.^.^.Qx R ô9 Ï-"^"'('3K)C

jîôe'âc"

5.2 Constitutive équation- Equation (29) caa be used by changing the définitions given in Figure (5).

This équation is given in Appendix A.

"^ ; ^=". > »,=0- ; b^-J •• ^ ; »,=o. (34)

5.3 Kinematic RelationsfLinear Strain Disylacement Relations)- The kinematic relations are

obtained by using équation (32) and shell geometry defmitions.

e. ^ .. K=^E's:=~âr : Kï=~^

e"^lsu6.+w ic,=-!-ape
e R 96 R ' "9 RS9

^. ^ (35)
,1^ : ^lapï
R 36 ' ^ R8Q

^ • ^-^'
Substituting the above équations into the constitutive équations (taking into acœuntlfae œefficieats which

were given in équations (34)) and then into équations (33), we will obtain :
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L^U,VW^fy)=0.

L^U,V.W.^J',)=0.

£,=(y,Wp,,p^)=o. (36)

L^(U,VW^y)=Q.

L,=(U,V,W,^^y)=0.

Thèse relations are defînedfùllybythe équations giveninAppendixA. Inorderto compare themwith

classicalshell theory, the three équations of motion for cylindrical shells are also given in Appendix A

[143].

6. Rectansular Plates
6.1 Equilibrium équations - The same cylindrical shell équations are used, taking into account the

rectangular plate geometry définitions (Figure 6), so équations (33) become:

^A.,,/,^.Qx ôy
9N_. 9N..

^y=^y^y9x Qy

%+9è+9n-^ (37)
9x 9y

SM^ 8M.
:"+

8x 9y
âAC 8M..

9x 8y

-0»=^^

-Qyy=¥y^y

6.2 Constitutive équations- We have the same équations as those of (29), but the définitions (22)

must be changea. This équation is defined in Appendix A.

"i=^3=éi=é,=&3=0. (38)
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6.3 Kinematic Relations fLinearStrain-Displacement Relations)- Thèse relations can be obtained

by substituting the stmctural geometry définitions into the kmematic relations of cylindrical shells (35).

e» =3U1 , ^
e"r=~&L ' Kx='^

"4 • ^
^ • -l
s . .Ay-^ ' ky~ô^

-•.-^ •• ^^

Now, we caa substitute the œnstitutive équations mto équations (3 7) in the sameway thatwe obtained the

fîvedifferential équations for the case ofcylindricalshells, and canobtaintheimplicit équations as (36).

Thèse équations are given fully in Appendix B.

7. Spherical Shells:

7.2 Equilibrium équations -The equilibrium équations forthe spherical shells can be derived by using

the équations (30) and following defmitions (Figure 7).

r9=rV=r

rosw(p[cos(p^+sm(p^,> +J\^e-cos(p^+% +?, =J,«î, +7^,

-[cosec(p^ee+cof^(pA^ +N^ +co^(p^e]+^+?e=/iMe+/2Pe

-^Wô, +6,., +cosec(p(2e^ -.'^ -^ +<?„ =J,w

-^ ^ +cof^pA^, +cosecA^^ e-cof^(pA/g]-<2, =7,u, +,3^

^[cosecqtMge+A^e,, ^cotgVfM^cotg^M^} -<2e=^"9+J3^
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7.2 Constitutive Equation-We have the same équations as m (29), but the définitions given in (22)

must be changed. Thèse relations are given fully in Appendix A.

a^a^b^b^Q. ; a^b^-j^ (4l)

7.3 Kinematic Equations- Substitutmg Fg = r = rinto the définitions of(32), équations (5) are defined

as below:

au '„ _ i 3p,,
.»„•*/ ^ ^ TTA . ... _ A ' V•^y^.w) ; K,,0 -

r ô<p r 9ip

l 3U« . l -._.-r, .W . __ l 3Pe l
e°^——+-co(g(pt/,+— ; K,=——^+-:-co(2<PP.

ninip 38 r - Tr " rtintp 30 r

^ •• •."î (42)
r 9(p ' r ô<p

l 3U i l ap i

rsuKp 9Q r rsuitp 90 r

^l^.ui^ ., ^_L-^-.C/^
''-ra<p r r' ' '''"niiKp^e T'Ke

Now, we substitute relations (42) into the constitutive équations and then into équations (40), giving five

differential équations which describe the équations of motion m tenus ofthe displacement field and

mechanical properties ofthe shell, so thatwe have the same implicit équations as in (36). LV s équations

are given in Appendix C.

8. ConicalShells:
8. l EauilibriumEquations- We substitute the geometry définitions ofconical shells (Figure 8) into

équations (30):
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coseca

x

coseca,

••N^N^q^û^

:JV^+:^:6e+<7e=W^Pe
x s>" "v xtana*

ss£se"^-^N'^'v <43)

coseca^,e+^-&-r2"\-r3^

cos^aM^M^-Q,=J,û^

& 2 Constiûitwe Equation- Equation (29) bas to be modified by changing the définitions given m (22)

to obtain the constitutive équation ofthe conical shells. This équation is defined in Appendix A.

a,=—i — û,=0. a,=0.
''xtanu "2 "' "3

61=—— 62=— é3=°-
xtana t x2tan2a

S. 3 Kinematic Relations fLinearStram-DisBÎacement Relations)- Thèse relations can beobtained

by using the strain-displacement relations ofshells of révolution (32) and conical shell geometry définitions

given in (Figure 8).

K\-
9t4 . __ 3P:'X
ir ' Kï=-ar

» l 5^ y l ôPe
e xsmaoO rtana ' xsina 90

8U, ôps
^ •• ^ <45)
J_^ : T.=_9PÏ

e-__» ao ' te-zn:xsma 36 " ° xsiaa 96

^^. : ^-^--^8x ' r- u ^JQ(^ gQ xtaana.

Thefive difFerential équations ofmotionforconicalsheUs, intenns ofthedisplacementfield and mechanical
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properties ofshells, can be obtained by substituting the kinematic relations fîrst mto the constitutive

équations, and tfaen into the equilibrium équations. Thèse implicit équations Z.; 's are given fully in Appendix

D.

9. Circular Plates:

9. l The equïlïbrium équations - Thèse équations are obtained by using cu-cular plate geometry

définitions (Figure 9) and the same équations as we used for conical shells (43).

l8N^ 9N^
la^^'-''u'^'

IcWee.clMe
+?e=^iûe+/2Pe+-——•+ffft=/iÙi

r ae or

^^ w2f;fwA
^^-^•^

9.2 Constitutive équation- Changingthe relations defined in (22) andsubstituting in Equations (29),

the constitutive équation for a circular plate can be obtained and is given in Appendix A.

^-a,-a,-b,-b,-b,-0. (47)

9.3 Kinematic relations (Linear Strain-Displacement Relations)- Thèse équations are obtained

by substituting the geometry définitions ofcircular plates mto the conical shell kmematic relations:
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su^ ap,
•o - ' r • v - ' r
£'r=-aT ' Kr='aT

^lwi .. ^l9!i
"'e=7~ae- ' K8=7'ae'

r;-t; '-ï . (48)
..^19ui . ^l^
re=7~99~ ' î9=~r'9Q

^. •• ^•1M*

We substitute relations (48) fîrst into the constitutive équations and then mto équations (46), and obtain

five differential équations which are defmed in Appendix E.

10. Discussion- Linear équations ofequilibrium, constitutive and kinematic relations that include tfae

effects oftransverse shear, rotary inertia and uùtial curvature are derived for différent geometries of

anisotropic plates (circularandrectangularplates) and shells (shells of révolution, cylindrical, spherical and

conical shells). Thestress-strainrelationships aregivenformultilayeredanisotropiclaminatedmaterials in

ordertoderivethe constitutive équations ofeachoftheabove-mentionedgeometries. Thesearegiven

in Appendix A. The work of several researchers on this particuîar subject bas been reviewed and

summarized.

In the présent theory, yff; and ^ which represent the rotation oftangents to the référence surface

orientedalongparametriclmesa/andoc2,cannotbeexpressedintemisof[/,and W. Therefore, thefive

difFerential équations of motion cannotbereduced to 3 as in classical shell theoiy. Inthe case of cylindrical

shells, we obtain five differential équations of motion as shown in A2-A6 in Appendix A. Also listed in

Appendix A are the three differential équations (A7-A9) of Sanders' cylindrical shell theory.

The characteristic équations of vibration analysis ofanisofa-opic laminated open.circular cylindrical sheUs,
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formulated onthe basis ofthepresenttheoiy, havebeen compared to thatofSanders ' shell theory [Réf.

143]. Assuming the displacementfuncdons forlhe dynamic analysis ofanisofropic open circular cylindrical

shells to be as follows :

U(x,Q)

V'ix.Q)

W(x,6)

P,(x,6)

P,0c.8)

10

-E
(-1

Coimx

0

0

0

0

0

Sinmx

0

0

0

0 0

0 0

Sinmx 0

0 Cosmx

0 0

where:

mit
m =—L

0

0

0

0

Slnmx

'",(9)

v/0)

wf9)

p./e)

Pe,(9>

10

=£[î',]
<-l

A^
B^9

c^

D^

E^
(49)

we substitute thèse définitions into the équations of motion for cylindrical shells (3 6). We then take

into accountfhatthenon-trivial solution leads to a tenth orderpolynomial équation (50) (characteristic

équation) due tofivedegreesoffreedompernode, insteadofan5</l order équation (51) [Réf. 143,

équation 10]:

/io^° ^ ^ ^ ^ +/o = 0. (50)

Where/- ( /' = 0 to 10) are the coefficients ofthe detemiinant ofthe matrix [H] given in Appendix A.

For the case of isotropic cylindrical shells based on classical shell theory, we obtain:

V+V+V+^2^=o. (51)

where h, ( i= 0 to 8). The coefficients characteristic équation ofcylindrical shells based on Sanders'

shell theory, are given in [Réf. 143 ]. Each root ofthe characteristic équation (50) yields a solution to the
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équations of motion (36). The complète solution is obtained by findmg the sum ofall ten solutions

independently with the constants A,, Bj, €„ D, andE,. The fundamental unkoowns consist ofthe ten strain

components, ten stress résultants and the five generalized displacements of plates or shells.

11. Conclusion- Général équations ofmulti-layeredlaminatedanisotropicshellsweredeveloped by

taking into accountthe shear defonnation and rotary inertia effects as well as the initial curvature, the only

assumption beingthatthetransverse nonnal strain be neglected. The derivation was from geometiically

linear theory for small elastic strains aad from strains expressed in orthogonal curvilinear coordinates for

général shells. The virtual work principle was applied in order to dérive the equilibrium équations.

The theory used yields five coupled linear second-order differential équations with constant

coefficients, insteadof3 équations, as in the caseofSanders' theory. Thereasonforthis is that transverse

shear strains do not vanish in the présent theory and, therefore, the y?,cannot be expressed in tenus of

displacement components. This theory leads to no strain during rigid body motions.

A paper currently under préparation will deal with the static and dynamic analysis ofopen and

closednon-unifonnanisotropicîaminatedcircuîaTcyiindricalsheiis. Themethodusedisacombinationof

hybrid fînite élément analysis and the displacementfùnctions are obtained using the shell équations based

on this theory.

The efifects on the vibration characteristics ofcylmdrical shells of variation ofshell geometrical (

R/t, L/R and L/i) and matenal (isotropic, symmetric and anti-symmetric cross-ply laminated shells)

parameters, as well as axial and circumferential wave number (m, n), are handled through several numerical

examples with reasonable agreementwith othertheories. Furtherwork is underwayto apply this theory

to the dynamic analysis ofliquid-fîlled open and closed anisotropic cylindrical shells.
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Appendix A

This appendix contains the œnstitutive équations and équations of motion forthin anisotropic plates and

shells which were refen-ed to this paper. The Appendix is divided into five parts, covering respecdvely

cylindrical shells, rectangular plates, spherical and conical shells, and circular plates.

f^ll

1^2
\Qu
|^2
1^1
\Q^
^,,

\M,12

2̂2

'̂21

Gn

^1
0

^1

^
0

Al

^
^21

^

^
G«

0

^
^
0

A«

^
^
^

0

0

AA,,

0

0

-445

0

0

0

0

^
^
0

GG^

GG^

0

Bn

^
^22

^2

^
^
0

GG^

^«
0

BU

^
^
^

0

0

^
0

0

^44

0

0

0

0

^11

^
0

Bn

5<,

0

Jn

J61

^21

Û<1

^16

^«

0

^
^
0

^
^
^
û«

Bn

^
0

HH,,

HH,,

0

^2

û»

JJ^

^

^
5«

0

HH^

^<6
0

^
^
JJ26

^

ri

f. (A-l)

The P,/s éléments (Ag, By, D,j, G,j, GG,j, H,j, HHy l g, II,j, Jy and JJ,j) have been defmed by équations

(21-23) and (27).

Cylindrical SHells- The équations of motion are defined by the following équations:

L^U,V,W^^P^

aîu. l ,„ ^. . alc/, P55 31y . 31U.

9xl R~

31U.

+t^i,+-Psi)
•»^- 55- -»_j

3x96 R^ SQï ~t Qtî

31U. P..3ÎU.

^»+^)—+-^-"3xl Kvu '"'8x98 R^ S92

pu3W P^SW

R 3x Rl 99

a2p, l „ - . a2p, - 82P, . aîp,
—i+.i-rp +p v—^+p r*-i '*+'^y^1'"^1'^'1^

3'P..l/n .» .32P..J>»92P.

(A-2)

p—ï+-tcp +p"icr^'"+'r"J 9x36 nt 392
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^1

L^U.VW,.^^
31U. l.- - .31U. p»3tu.

p,,_i+±(p^+p^—i +_!£—;+
21 9xî R" " ' 41/ârôe Rï ae1

91C/» l.- - .31us p«4ôïc/e Jp«.. . 81t/e
,—2+±(p^+j>^)—l+_tt—î—^^-/,—î+

" ax1 R"~ M ' "'9x36 R1 ae1 R1 "8 '' ar2

^»-»>ï^«-">&
92P. l _ 91P. ^,,» 91P. P.'f^^fp^^'ï^

^4cw^^^?e"9xt R" " ' "'8x86 ^ se2 S '"" 't 9f2

(A-3)

L,(U,V,W.^f^
P»8U. P^3U..

R 3x Rl 39

l- - .3U, l
-^+^)ï-^(p"t8+-p44Î

3U^

ae

.pj^^p^L^^-^.^"axl ^''"'"'Bxse RI aet ^1" 'lsf2S3x1 R' '3xse pi aet ^a

^,-^4^-p^" K ' Qx R'~" R ' 3Q

.(p.A^4(^-p4^+^"~T)T+i^"~T)^

(A-4)

L,(U,V,W^f^

p^.l^^^-I^^^-1^t'^^^W^Q~l^~^~^~1^
32t/o l ._ _ 3tt/« P,^9ÎU^ P,

p^^p'-^''^^'fu'-
,PM_B vW.l/p!M_p yW.+(T-p^+i(-iî-p^-+

+p-^'y^p^^^~^~S~p^1^

^4(f^^^^-p^7g'3x2' ' ^v TO '"' Io'g/8rôe l-R2~~a^' '' ^e
,p__a2Pe,l,p^ ^V-Pi.^e
+Jr"i^+i(/TO+r'^a^+-RT1^

(A-5)
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L.f.U,V,W,^fy)=

81ux . l ^ „ . 32t/t •P9S a2c/t
•p"—-T+^p»l+J>85h^f+T7~

g^2 R-" -sy3x9Q RÎ QQÎ

^^^^--^
'^-p^^-p^ (A-6)

^^"•-">â«-^.<
^^1(P.^^.PW^-P^-I^+PM~^+i(ps9+p9'>9^+~^wpef^J3i^

The équations of motion for athin cylindrical shell (Hybrid finite elementmethod based on Sanders' shell
theory) are defined as below [143]:

L^U^P^P^^^L^-p^-^-'•'••"V " "ar2 R ^9x96 3x' ' " Qxî

PH(J^^).(^-P".)(J!!I.I^). ^-7
Rl'3x3ét 9x99' 'R 2RÎ"3x9Q R ô92 '

^p» P€€^_Î^W 3 31V _ l 81U
~R1 2R^~ 3x86î 29x36 IR 86Î4

L^U^W^^'^i)^)^^'^)-^-'•'•"-P ^R Rî^3x9Q' R^ R R^

(^^)-(^^)(_^L)._L(^^)
<3QÏ 36' v R Rl"3xl36 R1' R R1'

A^)^3££)(^-^-)
ôea 8QÎ' "' " 2Jî "8xl RSxSQ'

(A-8)

1(P,^3^)(-2-3?-4^-^!CL:)
R^'" IR " ~3xî36 l3xï •ÎR3x8f)'
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i^^wy^p^p^<-^-^-p^'S^">r »">*• ff/ - 4l ^ <t i> v^2^rt ^î/ *44
8x' -K Sx'QQ Qxl " 9x'

p<i(-_^_^)A(J^J^(2^)
R1' 3xl361 8xl36' R 'RSxSQ1 8xl3e' ~ R1 '

(-2^-.1J!L- 3fu ^p2.^L^^l^ ^A-ç
3xlSe1 23xl39 2R9x36î' Rl 3x391 Rs ~ 3QS 361

P55, 9*W .S'r, pn3C/ ^,4 3*W

a4' se4 ae3' ^ ar ^Iaclâe1

-P2i^^p2t^-p^(-^^)
Rl~96 ' R 361 R3~ 361 36'

The P,,'s éléments are defined (only for one lamina) [143]:

11->^11 1 44 ""11

12~*-I2 '• 4S-L/12

21 ~-1 \î •' 54 ~^ 45

22-^22 -'55 -L/22

P33=(-33 P66=D33

where
(A-10)

C,i=£//A D,,=£^3/12A

C^Eyt/A D^=Eet3/l2A

Ci,=v^/A ûi2=v^gf3/12A

C33=G^ D^G^3m
where

A=(l-v.Ve)
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Matrix [H]:

HU Hïî Hl3 HU Hl5

H^ H^ H^ H^ H^

ff,, H^ Jîn ff,^ ff,•3l "31 "3S "Î4 35

H,, H „ ff „ ff „ H,'4l "Ht "13 "U 45

HSÏ HS1 H53 HM H5S

where:

'A

B

e
D

E

B

a

)

î

)

^^-f^-^-^-^-pu^^^
+p p -i

-"V -Z:î\^ 14 -• 52^-' 58 -• 10,2 •• 10,8^^^-IS4_-' 10,4^2^^n+^X-"2)^[-^-^-^]mn^-^>n2

H^p^m^-p^)n
'" R'"'R1 2R3/

^^-^)-[^-^-(^-^
H^p^n^^-^-^-^

^--yn+^^-m^l^.p^^-^-P^)2R
PU+PVt •P«+P84-,-_

R 2Rî4R^

""-^^^-^
R2'

^=(^+^)(-'"2)-[^P41+£!:E]^+^ S3
2R'

^25=(^+:^X-m2)<

2R1' R-^^-R
+i29'•• 48

2R" "~ ' ' R

H^P^-m1)^

^n^t^^.
2R2 Rl

.+i
^(^SZs.),n^^-tJi

R2 ' Rl

H^-P^(P^-P^

^,^-^Xm)^-^

H^P^-mî)-(P^P^.^-P,

H^P^-m^(P^P^.P^-P^

^A(-"2)+(^+^+^12-^

where

33

36

(A-ll)

:r_mît

L
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Appendix B

Rectangular PlateS-TbeLiîs équations are given below:

L,(uy,w^^
a2t4^ .n yu.^ ^-. ^.p^^p^p^-^

yu.. ._ _ .52Ï7.. _ ^U.,

tF»^f»tf^p^ (B.1)

^^p^p^-^
p^'^^

L^V,VM^^
8ÎU_ 3ÎU_ 9ÏU_

P"TT+(P"+P«)^±+P«TT+
3xs " " àxdy " Sy'

a2y. slu.. 3tc/.. oli/..

+p"^+CPM+p41)^+p4<-a7-V+ (B-2)

32p. sîp. _ alp.
+p_-i+cp . +P._t_-I+P —-i++r"-a^-+^.»+^}a^;+^."^+

32P. ._ _ 91P. _ 51P. 92P»

"-..^w^-^-^

L,(U,V,W,^^^
3tw .„ „ .a2y „ QÏW . aly.

p»y(p"+PCT)yp(^-JlÏ+ (B-3)

^p^p^p^p^Zî" 3x " U9y '"ôx ' " 8y
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L,(U,VM^^
StU_ 3ÏU_ 3ÏU_ 3tU_

p^^p^p^-1^
3ÎU 31C7. 3ÎU_.

+p__-ï+?..+p...t—-Î+P.. —ï+^n~^'^^w)^rwy

atP,

<->p»î-?"t-

p.. — -i+fp...+p
'Sx1

3IP- _ S2P.
p-.—î*(p..*p...'\ — -2L+P"7''acT+v'"+'warô^

92P. _ 32P. _ - 91P.
:i.+p —l -PB -7—-il

~9^y^lw~^~f'ssp'~li~9tt1

'"ac2

7-lo""-7/3rôy""-'0^

S2P. 92P.
t(PÎS+plO..)^+ptO^-p3A

3tl

8^
v

(B-4)

L,(.U.V,W,^^Py)=

81U_ 91U_ 3ÎU_
_î+fP..+.P..t—i+P-—î+('"'3xT+y"+/w3»sTr"^r

3ÎU. 31U.. 9ÎU.. 31U_

+p _î+fp +p t—ï+p—ï-7—ï^l^^u^y^~ll~3tt

^p..

..SW-P..3W.l'm~3x~y"~^'

p-.—î+fF"y
a2p.

.+p»7)^l+-p»,
QvSy

'••" »')'^« !1.1»^ ~p'^'+
91P«.

°17-

32P« „ - . 8^ - 92P.
—ï +?-. +?..•>—^ +P..—^ -.°^'(p'M+-P91

3xBy " 8yï
P..B -1^^v

(B-5)
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Spherical Shells- The Z,,'s équations (équations of motion) are given below:

59

Ô2U.

ôt2

Lffl^W,^^
Pn^^+^)ô2U^ P^ ô2U^
r2 ô(p2 r2sin(p ô<Pae r2sm2(p ô92

wf^^^(p»+p»^""^-^

^ÔÎU^(P^P^ÔÎU^ P,, ô2^

r2 ô<p2 r2sin(p 5<p3e r2sin2<p ô92

^pn-Pj5-P^^U, _ (P^P^ cos<p ^e ,
+—_—_—'-—cotsw — - - — '— —— " "-T —- +

r2 "' clç r2 sin2(p ^

^^p^^-p^^^p^/Z^^.
r2 " " "v " r2 ^<P r2sin(p

^-p,^W^^—(P^P^
snKp ' rî rî ô®2 r2ssKû *"

Ô2P,
'1>

â(p8e

, -P,.1Q Ô2P^(P17+^9-^7)_.^
+—"" T+ " " " coîmo — 2- •

r2sin2(p ae2
•CtMlgîp——+

ô(p

Q̂tî^VS^^^.^P^^^r't smi(s> ao r£ " " r

7" a2(Vpio+p5g) ^ -P,9 ^Pe,

r2 ôq>2 r2sin(p Ô^Q r2sm2<p 9Q2

(p"'p4:-PMO)«>^-^")^^(^.^,,o^,,.^'

(C-l)

ô(p
i<p))p«
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L^,u,n,,w^

p^u, .<f«^yu,. p,, yu, v^p^p^^u,
r2 3<p2 r2sm(p a(Pae r2sm2<p ôQ2 r2 ^ ' 8<P

,+P«)cos<pô^
+^±_^ZL—l+-L(p^cotg2(f>-P^-P^)U^

rW(p 50 ^-^— T '24 '63-ç

^92U^(P^P^ô2Ue P^ a2î/e722 aî/e_

r2 3(p2 r2sin(p ^Ô6 r2sm2(p Se2 r2 " ' Ô(P

}9U^ i ._ _ ._.___ 92U^

^-L^-p^tg\-p^-h—1-
r2sin2(p d9 r2 " ^ ~ "" " * ô^:

(P^+P->A+P^)QW (P^+PAA+P^) QW \ . » ^ „. ^ (c~2)rî^r63)^r^r^r66)9^+±^ +^+p^ +p^ot^w+
rL C)(P rzsmp c)u rj

^^^7+^.10) ^ , ^4.XO ô2P<P^P57+^+^7),^^p,

r2 B(p2 r2sm(p ^6 r2sin2(p 9Q2 r1 " ' ^

(P^+P,,^)cos(p8p, ,1 _ , „ , P^+^491ïcuslp^+[^^^2<p-^)+^l^+
r^sin^œ cfu r^ " - r

^2Pe^+^>) 52Pe ^ ô2Pe,^+^-^.lo) ÔPe,
r2 ô(p2 r2sin(p 5<Pae r2sin2(p a92 r2 " ' a(P

(P,<,-P^)cos(p âpfl l_ „ „ ,_ , ô2^e
+" 59 ' 4'lo/w"'f'^e+J-(rP^+p, ,^-P, ^co^2<p)P,-J,—e

66 ' 2,10 ' 5,10''"o ~yr9 ~2 ^^
!sm2(D do r2 "" "" "" ' ~ 9fr'sm'tp
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L^U,,W^^

-L^n+^-^''^p»
QU.

V-

ô(p r'smcp ae

-^33-P^P^^U^P^P^P^-
r" rj

w,
ô(p

-^-^ +P^P^ +3^15 +^45 --P3^^^e+
r'smcp Du r'

,33 Ô2W^+P^ QÎW ^ P^ ÔÎW^
r2 ô(p2 r2shKp 5(p3e r2sin2(p 9Q2

^w<-^.tp»+p«w^(9(P y:

4(P33 -l(pl7 +P47))^? +^:(P63 4(pl,10 +P4^>S-+
r' " r' t{ '*'" ô(p rsan(pv D'' r' i'lu '*'*"" ôQ

(C-3)

^(rP^-P^-P^ot^
T'

.^ l ÔPe.l,
^3.-^B-^>^+^:(^-^<,-^)^+7[P36+7(P140+^,IO:
rL " " " d(P rïsinu) ' " "ou r ~ r

)]CO^<PPg
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L^,U,,W,^^)=

P^92U.^ l _ „ ,a2t7, l „ 92U,,
-Z!.——î+——CP__+p._ ,t~ ~*P+ * P._ _—î+

75 '"1 10,l-ra^aû ' „?-„•>.-•' 10>S-
r2 ô(p2 r2sin(p ' " *"" S<f>ôQ r2sm2(p *">J

^P,^-P,^.^<F^C^
Y'- ~ ' o(p r'sm^cp

^-^:-rs-c0^^-1^
r ~~ rsm'o r

^^e A^P^yu, ^ p^ yu, ^
r2 a<p2 r2sin«p 9<p9e r2sin2(p 992

.^^^^-^^^^ri o<p r''sin"'(p

+±^P^P^^cotgW^

(C-4)

r2

(P^P^-rP^QW^ l ^ ^ ^ ^ ^p^9W,±(p^ ^ _j>, -p^cot^W.
r2 "^"+^sm(ptrlo-4+rl()'l-rr36)-ae'+'^tr71+r74-r!>l-^co^(f"r+

P77a2p^ 1 (p.^p.^. l p...y^.
~^~9^ +7^lr10-7 +ru(>)3^9 +'rWyr"."^ +

+-^+p^-p^cotg^+-^(^-p^°^+
Ti " " " C'<P rzsm^(p "''

—(P^P^P^cotg^-I^

pzi^._J_(p,^,^._L_^,^.
^9 '' lû,»/-a,,.aû ' .-?_•.-?.-' 10.9"

rz 3(pz rzsin(p " "" ^<fidv rzsmz(p ""

^P,.-(^^.,.)]-'CT^-^(^^.,^^-

-J^oAio-^io^We
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L^,U^^)=
p^yu^ i _ ^ ,a2^ i ^ a2^
Ji_2. +__(P^ +P^)—^ +——^—^ +
r2 9(p2 r2sm(p 9(p36 r2sin2(p 99Î

3U_ l _ _ . 3U.

+^(p<4+p»l+pl0.l)co^^f+^^:(p94+Jpl0.5)^(P-^+
r2 " " "" 0(p rzsm'i(p "

+^(^3-^4+^0.4^2<P)^+
r2

pt282t/e. 1 (P..^92U^ 1 p^ue
MTJ 92-'a»ao" , . , x 94"

r2 9<f>2 rzsin(p " '" cXpdU rzsm2(p

l ^ ^ ^ . Ô^fi l ^ „ . 9^>
+T^pn-p.5+p^cots^+^^(P^-P^^+
r2 '" °J *"'"' ~ ô(p r2sin2(p *"'"'

+-^6+^io.,C^We-^
a2i/e

+
Qtî

^(P^^-rP^.^—(P^^-rP^^^(P,.^^^^^^(p^

p-^—(p^ ..,^92P- l ^ ..^..
MO'" 91>~^^ ' —T~î~J 9.10'

r2 3<p2 r2sin(p "" " ôcpob' r2sm2(p ""' ô62

+^(P.9+P87+P10.7)CO^(P^Î+^:Z:(P99+P10,10)COS(P
ri ~ " "" û(p rzsmz(p "

-±^-p^°tg2^îp^+

39

PM32pe. ! rp..^92pe. ! p..a2pe
89 '"* 9»/3»3û ' •> . , * »

r2 â(p2 r2sin(p ' " " ^<pdU r2sin2(p

+è(p^+p^+p^cotg^+~^p^cos^+
r2 " *"'° °'"r ~ c?(p r2sin2(p '""'

92U^
+-^.io-^o,io^ 2<P -r2P^ -^
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Appendix D
Conîcal Shells-TbeL^s équations are given as follows:

L,(U^,W,^^

p s2u^(p^p^82u^ ^ a2^ ^ ôt/, ^u^
11 Qx2 xsina 9x9Q x2sm2a âe2 x2sma 9Q 1 5^2

^92U^(P^+P^S2U^ P54 ?ç P,, a^e,

12 ôx2 xsina 3x00 x2sin2a ôe2 >:2sina ^

-pi^_p^co«,w--pi^
xtena sx x2sin2a ôe x2tena

^f^^p^p^^^ PS^ ^ p^ ôp,^ô2p^
17 9x2 xsma Sx9Q \ 2sm2a ae2 xhma9Q St2

-p./(vpl9+p58)a2(ie.p59 Ô2pe p19 ape

n9x2 xsina 3x86 jcWa 9Q2 x2sma39
(D-1,2)

W,U,,W,^^)=

^^+P^^^ P.s ^ PZS ^.
21

9x2 xsma ôx9Q jc2sm2a ôe2 x2sma 56

,p ô2U^(P^P^Ô2U^ P,, Ô2U, ^ OU, P,, ^

223jc2 xsma 9xôQ x2sm2a ô92 x2sma 9Q yWa ôï2

.^^"^-p<4-^cosaw--^-y.
xtasa Qx y2sm2a 36 y 2^3^

.pj^(PU"+^)a2p^ P4,0 52P, P^Q ÔP^ P,3 ?
27 9xî xsma Sx9Q y2sm2a ôe2 x2sma 9Q xtana x

,p J^^p^02^, p.. ô\_ ^ alVJ^p ja2Pe
28 3^.2 xsma 0x86 yWa Se2 x2sma 59 .x-tena e 2 0/2
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L,(U^W^)=

ZiL^-^_eoA
ytana ôx jc2sm2a ^6

(P^+P^ôU^ fP^ +P,,) ô?7, P,^
(-)"3Ô '42/ 7e-v 44 ',66/cosa—u+—^^^+

^rtana 9x xWa, 30 y2tana

^p 9ÎW^P36+P63)9ÎW^ P66 9ÎW_ P36 9W _ P44 pT-J. Ô2r+
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Appendix E
Circular Plates-Tbe five differential équations of motion are defined as follows:
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Legends of Figures

FIG. l a ) DifFerential élément of a shell.

b) Définition ofshell coordinate system.

FIG.2 Unidirectional lamina and principal coordinate axes.

FIG.3 a) Multidirectional laminate with coordinate notation ofindividual plies.

b) A fiber reinforced lamina with global and material coordinate Systems.

FIG.4) Surface of révolution.

FIG.5 a) Circular cylindrical shell geometry.
b) Positive direction ofintegrated stress quantities.

FIG.6 Force and moment résultant on a plate élément.

FIG.7 Geometry ofspherical shell.

FIG.8 Geometry ofconical shell.

FIG.9 Circular plate élément.
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Figure l : A)Differential élément ofa shell.
B)Defmition ofshell coordinate System.
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Figure 2: Unidirectional lamina and principal coordinate axes.
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Figure 3: A)Multidirectional laminate with coordinate notation ofindividual plies.
B) A fiber reinforced lamina with global and material coordinate Systems.
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Figure 5: A)Circular cylindrical shell geometry.
B)Positive direction ofintegrated stress quantities.
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Figure 7: Geomebyofspherical
shell.
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